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Touka tokyo ghoul brother

For more information on Ayato Kirishima click hereAYATO KIRISHIMAAyato Kirishima (啦嶋 絢都, Kirishima Ayato) with Touka Kirishima's younger brother and go by the alias Black Rabbit. He grew up with his sister in the 20th and 20th years. According to Kazuichi Banjou, Ayato then began wandering through every ward in Tokyo, bringing mere wreckage and chaos to them until his unique abilities and abilities caught Tatara's eye. Ayato therefore pulled joined Aogiri Fa, where he is
currently executive. Appearance -Ayato is a lean young man with blue eyes and long blue dirty hair that sweeps right in front of his eyes. She looks remarkably like her sister, and she has a rough, rebellious image. He wears a hooded long-sleeved black leather jacket and black trousers, as well as knee-length black boots. Ayato also has a piercing in his left ear and usually wears a ring with his little finger in his right hand. At Root A, Ayato is mostly seen wearing a black mask with
turrets, as well as a black jacket with a white fur collar. After the time bounce, Ayato grew noticeably taller and can be seen wearing shin-high black boots and a long black jacket jacket over her clothes. Ayato has several black masks. The first one has red eyes and a sharp-toothed grin, which he used under the Arc of Aogiri. His current and most commonly seen mask has a rabbit design and has been nicknamed the Black Rabbit. At the Clowns auction, he was seen wearing a very
simple, vaguely tapered mask covering only the lower half of his face. Personality -Ayato is an arrogant, cheeky teenager with a similar hot-blooded attitude resembling his sister, while he usually displays either a bearish or threatening grin on his face. In addition to his physical talents, he has many similarities to Touka, such as his tendency to use language that is often boorish or inappropriate. He has a habit of kicking people for the simplest mistakes; for example, when Kaneki did not
comment on the desired honorary or when Banjou did not return missed calls. However, she seems to be tougher than her sister, but admits herself to be surprisingly softer than Aogiri's superiors. He firmly believes that the weak will perish and the strong will survive, triggered by the deaths of his mother and father. Ayato is deeply angry with his father, Arata, for leaving him and Touka when they were young. Ayato even stated that the whole reason he hates Kaneki was the similarity of
Arata. Kaneki also pointed out that Ayato subconsciously cares deeply about Touka, as he first beat, rather than allowing him to suffer the slow, agonizing death of Yamori. Later, he also took his pseudonym, Rabbit, to the CCG to hunt him instead of Touka. Ayato also seems there is a weak spot in the rabbits. Three years later, most of the manners and customs Ayato once depicted when he was younger declined; as he became less impetuous, renotious and arrogant, and even
developed a rational, approachable way of speaking. Ayato has also grown having a sense of concern as well as the instinct to protect his subordinates, shows when he refused to leave Hinami behind the auction and does not follow orders and goes on to back up Naki when he was outnumbered by pigeons. However, he still retained some of his old features, such as the relentless slaughter of Ghoul detectives and violent brawls. Plot -Background: Ayato and his sister, Touka, as
children. Ayato was in the 20th. Arata lived his life as men did; He usually took Ayato and Touka to the library to study, and even convinced them to eat food offered by humans; because he believed that vampires should try to blend in with human society by transforming behavioral patterns. Ayato, however, assumed that this was just a human world and that vampires were not normal. He and Touka were cared for by a bird where Ayato was shown to dislike earthworms and insects.
The day before Arata set about her usual cleaning routine, Ayato promised her she would protect Touka if she was in trouble. After Arata never returned, Ayato assumed her father died in the Ghoul detectives' finding and killing. Touka and Ayato visited a woman named Satou to tell her about their father's disappearance. He offered them human food, but when it was rejected, Satou stuffed the food in the yato's mouth, so both brothers ran out. They managed to escape when Touka
used his kagune to kill the detectives. From Ayato's point of view, people immediately changed; concluded that none of this would have happened if they had not been involved with people. After they escaped from home, they found Anteiku, where Yoshimura took care of them. As they grew up, the brothers grew stronger, to the point where Ayato began to display violent tendencies. When Touka started school and met Yoriko, Ayato told him that interacting with people was foolish;
because under no circumstances can they be trusted. Believing that in the end, as Arata did, Ayato left Anteiku to seek more energy. He then roamed wards in Tokyo, such as the 14th where he took several feeding areas from vampires there. Aogiri Arc:Ayato was first in the 11th century. Ayato, thinking that Yakumo Oomori and Nico would capture Rize in front of him, will visit the 20th-most-year-old. when he heard Banjou telling Kaneki to escape the incoming danger. He kicks Banjou
in the arm, breaks his bones and threatens to give him another beating.   Ayato suddenly confronts his sister, Touka Kirishima, and when asked where he wandered after walking out of his life, Ayato says he studies the world because he never proclaimed himself a peaceful idiot. Ayato will be disappointed to see Yamori in Anteiku, too, but when Nico points out that Kaneki is indeed the one who smells like Rize, Ayato works with Yamori to catch Kao. When Touka encounters resistance
by not wanting to be taken to Kara, she confronts Yamori, but meets Ayato. Ayato punched him in the face, comparing Touka to their dead parents, calling him weak. Touka pushes the kagune over him, but he blocks the attack with one wing. As his own kagune activated, Ayato vows to show him that vampires are really above humans. Ayato then knocks him down easily, then orders Banjou to stuff an unconscious Kaneki in a bag and go back to the 11th hole. When asked if they should
bring in touka, Ayato quit, saying he was just holding them down. In the hideout, Ayato is the first to approach Kaneki when he wakes up. He instructs Kaneki to follow him, but when Kaneki expresses concern for Touka's well-being, Ayato kicks him and tells him he can't speak and must be obedient at the slightest instruction. Ayato then admits himself to being a soft compared to his superiors. He then takes Kaneki to a meeting to meet Tatara, but when Tatara refuses Kaneki, Ayato tells
him to do whatever he wants with him. Ayato then locks Kaneki in a room. Later, during the CCG raid, he is seen at the Aogiri hideout, next to bin Brothers, fighting vampire detectives. After a while, he runs into Touka, assuming he came to the Aogiri hideout to save Kaneki. He then tells Touka that Kaneki originally became one of his subordinates, but is now with Yamori. Ayato declares Kara dead; Because Yamori tortured him and killed him. Angry, Touka charges towards him, but
blocks the attack by clutching his feet in the palm of his hand. He then threw her to the ground and decided to take her to the platform above after losing consciousness. As soon as they got there, he beat Touka one more time, and then he feasted on kagune. Ayato points out that Touka, like their father, is weak and that superiority or inferiority of any individual depends solely on power. When Kaneki rescues Touka, Ayato confronts him at the top of the lair. Ayato declares that Kaneki
must die and starts shooting his kagune, which is Kaneki Dodges. She gets irritated as Kaneki swears to half kill her The two begin to fight and Kaneki educates him to be violent against his own brother and pierces Ayato's thigh with his Kagune afterwards. Ayato begins a close fight with Kavele, defeating him easily. He is then agitated by the fact that Kaneki points out the Secret; Kaneki openly tells him that the person Ayato portrays himself as being the complete opposite of what is in
his heart. The reason why Ayato joined Aogiri Tree in the first place was that it will be strong enough that Touka cannot be killed; And so he protected her. Ayato denies this, mentioning that he has hated Kaneki since he first met him because Kaneki reminded Ayato of his father, Arata Kirishima. Ayato weakens when Kaneki gives him another beating and is forced to endure Kaneki breaking 13 of his two hundred and six bones, crushing the entire half of his body. After Kaneki joins
Aogiri, he and Ayato are on joint missions. They are first sent to destroy a convoy containing a mass of CCG vehicles, one of which was an arrested Naki. Ayato is puzzled when Nashiro and Kurona appear. He orders the Aogiri members to get Naki out of a car that was set on fire, and after seeing the latter's childish behavior over Yamori's death, Ayato becomes irritated. While leaking into Cochlea to find Shachi, Kaneki prevents an obstacle from closing, allowing Ayato to descend
through the crevice and target CCG SWAT members. He later runs into Yukinori Shinohara and the two clashes. Ayato feels a strange presence in the room, and after seeing Yukinori activate the Kakuja armor that belonged to Arata, Ayato finally came to the end of his father's whereabouts. Ayato later surrenders to Shinohara's sweeping attack. Weakened, he tries to muster up the strength to strike against Arata armor, but does not do so when memories of his father resurface. Then he
crashes, but before Shinohara could deal him the final blow, Ayato saves Kaneki. During the CCG's final operation of Ghoul Eradication, Ayato can be seen managing the SWAT members along with underlings. Raid on Kanou's Lab: Ayato was shown to have assumed the newly found alias Black Rabbit and began wearing a second mask. This was done to the CCG error Ayato in Touka, and therefore tracked him instead of his sister; so covering up Touka's actions and purifying his bad
reputation. Post-Owl Suppression Operation: In the closing montage, Ayato can be seen clutching the second mask to his chest, which confirms his identity as the Black Rabbit.Torso Investigation: Ayato briefly appears in the opening montage, speaking to Hinami.Auction: Later appears at Torso's residence, where he was reported to have stolen some unknown data that belonged to the CCG. He also attacked and All of Shimoguchi's subordinates; So Shimoguchi is the only survivor,
although he was seriously injured. Ayato's name is then mentioned in the dispute between Akira Mado and Haise Sasaki, where Akira noted that three years ago Ayato killed several Ghoul detectives while invading the 20th-old world. Akira mentions that Ayato's existence and power are becoming more and more prominent year after year, so they believe that Ayato and Hinami killed his father, Kureo Mado. Ayato is later seen talking to Torso at his home. As his true identity has been
revealed, Torso asks that Ayato allow him to join the Aogiri Tree; because it's your only choice. Noticing that Torso intimidated him, Ayato instead warns Torso of the higher-up of the Aogiri Tree: he would kill if he ever left the organization and therefore thought carefully before joining. Ayato then asks if someone by the name of Sasaki is related to the Quinx Squad. Ayato can be seen in the Aogiri Hideout, at a height where he is able to ignore Tokyo. Eto walks up to him and informs him
that he's received a message from Tatara. Eto wants Ayato to be the guard and escort for madam at the upcoming auction. He later approaches Hinami and Torso, where Hinami tries to listen and interpret the dispute between the two vampire detectives. It turns out that CCG is also interested in the floppy and will therefore be at the auction. Ayato mentions that he needs Hinami to have his ears where he will listen to more conversations in order to gather information. As he ignores the
auction, Ayato explains the exploitation of people in Torso, and subsequently alarms when Hinami informs him of some sense. Ayato will be surprised to see that Tooru Mutsuki is a one-eyed ghoul, but later excited when Torso throws a fit of excitement just to get involved and closer to Mutsuki. When Juuzou Suzuya intervenes, Ayato quickly orders Naki and Miza to take over their troops when he decides to guard the Great Woman; Therefore, the battle begins juuzou.During the battle,
Ayato loses track of Juuzou after the former begins to gain the upper hand. Hinami then contacts Ayato and tells him that Naki's group is outnumbered. Ayato decides to abandon his fight with Suzuya and leave the main hall to back up Naki - so he is concerned about his comrade. After he came to Naki's aid, Ayato snoted him for taking too long. He continues to fight with Ghoul investigators alongside Naki and demonstrates his ability not only to fight for a long time despite being a
Ukaku type, but also to have the ability to use the Kagune at close length to combat what he uses to behead two investigators. Finally, he reunites with Naki and Misa in the The auction house Naki is desperate to tell Ayato that a number of pigeons are coming their way. Ayato, knowing the risks associated with pigeons, urgently states that they must hurry. When CCG reinforcements arrive and Aogiri begins his retirement, Ayato initially refuses to leave without Hinami, instead saying
that he has no chance against CCG's overwhelming numbers. Ayato screeaches his teeth in frustration and retreats with his comrades. Rose's destruction: Months later, during an Aogiri meeting, Ayato once again proposes a mission for Tatara to rescue Hinami from Cochlea. Tatara rejects his demands, and Takizawa mocks him for the vampires' love for each other. Ayato is enraged and attacks him, but Tatara intervened and renoted him for disobeying his orders. Ayato questions
Aogiri's willingness to simply drop and replace his members, and then recalls the first time he met Hinami. She was annoyed by the girl's cry and confronted him, but she laughed and reminded him of her resemblance to her sister's angry expression; concluded that he felt happy. After the extermation after Rose: Ayato is at the Aogiri hideout on Rushima, where he asks Mizát if he has seen Saeki. When he denies knowing where he was, their conversation moves toward the upcoming
meeting held by Eto. None of them know what the meeting is about, only that Eto has something to say, and everyone is asked to gather. This conversation also comes in short, Miza then asks Cochlea, however, the news is as bleak as ever. The place is too secure, and even information about guard changes is null. Their conversation ends with Ayato informing Misa that Naki was already in the courtroom, noting that it was strange for him to be on call, so he realized he was looking for
her. He later watches Sen. Takatsuki's press conference with the other Aogiri leaders. Third Cochlea Raid: Ayato visited Banjou in round 6. Banjou was on guard because of his arrival, but Ayato assured him that he was not there to fight. Ayato then forwarded his plan to save Hinamit from Cochlea and asked for Banjou's support, which Banjou agreed to do for Hinami's sake. On the day of the operation, Ayato and Banjou gathered with the Banjou-led vampires and planned to enter
Cochlea through the roof gate. As they infiltrated the camp, they were shocked by the sound of alarms coming from within. Despite this, they went according to plan, and Ayato opened the gate with a security card he had approached earlier. Realizing that someone was opening the cells inside, Ayato quickly decided to take advantage of the chaos: He quickly sent cochlea staff away and then left the floor for Banjou and his men to keep the guards away as he continued to descend to find
Hiromi. By Kishou Arima, narrowly dodging a twisted Narukami using the gas mask ghoul 33. Landing on the platform, Ayato came face-to-face with the CCG's reaper. Ayato went on the attack, darting around Arima as he fired his kagune at the same time, but remained frustrated as the detective easily blocked his attacks. As he jumped away from her, Ayato was grazed by another screw that destroyed her mask. Because he doesn't have time to react, Ayato is surprised as Arima hits
several blows to the leg. He became immobile, Ayato looked terrified as Arima prepared the final blow. To his surprise, the attack was blocked by a vampire. The gas-masked vampire 33 attacked and distracted Arima, and as the next Cochlea gate opened, they continued on to Cochlea. On the floor of the Cochlea SS, Ayato confronted the two vampires and told them to take off their masks after realizing that the ambulance was his sister, Touka Kirishima and Renji Yomo. He asked
them why they were there, and Touka explained that Banjou had told them they also wanted to save Ynami. Ayato was enraged that he had put himself in danger, but Touka reassured him, saying he didn't have to worry about it. After the dispute was settled, they set off again. Downstream, several squad 0 members were involved, but due to the sheer number of enemies, they had to retreat to the containment cell tower, where they planned to find out that hinami cell had been
imprisoned. However, they were unable to open the door as access to Ayato's key card was revoked. The moment they decided to head to the control room instead, Arima attacked them again. Because he couldn't help but watch Arima strike Yomo. After Yomo took the hit from Narukam, Ayato and Touka tried to attack Arima, but were quickly defeated. After Sasaki rescued Yomo from Arima's attack, he ordered Ayato to lead the others along the escape route. While Sasaki held off
Arima, they met Hinami again. He apologized for taking so long to save her and suggested they continue on their way to the waste comster. After the compactor is turned off, Ayato's group reunites with Banjou and resumes their escape from Cochlea. However, while passing through the press, Furuta activates the machine, killing many vampires who have tried to escape. While the other survivors have reached the Exit of the Cochlea, they will meet a Kiyoko Aura and Mougan, who will
be immediately struck by Ayato. Mougan assists his colleague, defeating Ayato with her quinque and seriously inducing him. While they were trying to finish the kalaguna, Touka protected his brother with his kagune. Ayato died of his wounds, lying motionless on the floor. Touka quickly ran up to her brother and begged Banjou to heal his wounds immediately. Skills and abilities -Ghoul Physiology: Born as a complete vampire, Ayato possesses a Ukaku kagune with the ability to harden
up close in the fight against it. Ukaku Kagune: Like his sister, Ayato is kagune in vermilion color. It can form a single wing on both shoulders. Like many Ukaku vampires, he is agile and can shoot bullets from both wings when in crystalline mode. However, he also suffers from low RC care and therefore tires if the battle is pulled out for too long. He is able to hide in his kagune in the air, the two wings orbiting around him to protect him from projectiles such as bullets. In A:re, the kagune
seemed much larger in size, as he also had the ability to create one of kagune's wings and control it more. The wings of crystallized Kagune can turn into sharp blades that sprout from his shoulders. Superhuman durability: Ayato survived kaneki breaking through several floors of a building, and the latter broke half his bones. Superhuman regeneration: After a while, Ayato was able to recover from critical wounds inflicted on him by Kaneki.Trivia -1. From kanjiṣ (aya) art and (to) person,
the name Ayato has several different trivial meanings, including; ambition, power, progress, confident, restless, independent, determined and courageous.2. Ayato loves fights, tropical fish and rabbits.3. Ayato hates vampire examiners, humans, and the weak.4. His entry into the poetry omake suggests that Ayato is deeply uncertain about his height.5 Ayato once asked Shachi about the training required to achieve the SS rate, and coincidentally so, today's Ayato is an SS rated ghoul.6.
Ayato is often shown to be fixed at altitude.7. At Tokyo Ghoul Trump, he starred as a two-club.!!! Warning spoilers !!!
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